131 OBJECTIVES (as of 012/16/13)
-Not counting the training Objectives-
Some of these Objectives are very similar

All Hazards Objectives

1. Provide for the safety of responders and the public/citizens for the duration of the incident
2. Provide for responder safety through the adherence to agency policies and SOP’s during incident operations
3. Evaluate safety concerns for incident personnel and public thru utilization of risk management principles
4. Ensure proper PPE is worn and appropriate safety procedures are followed at all times
5. Evacuate all residents between ----- and ----- Streets by ---- hours
6. Facilitate orderly evacuation of the affected area/scene/endangered persons
7. Continue to evaluate the effectiveness of the evacuation boundary
8. Construct sandbag diversion away from ------- by ----- hours
9. Monitor activities and respond to maintain peace, order and life safety
10. Maintain a functional emergency response system
11. Return all public facilities used for the response to at least minimal operational condition within ------ hours
12. Maintain/Provide/Establish normal public safety operations/services
13. Provide for immediate & on-going Life, Health & Safety needs
14. Return all public facilities used for the response to at least minimal operational conditions by _____ hours
15. Maintain facility isolation
16. Access & document damages of the impacted areas
17. Complete a damage survey within 12/24/ or ----- hour
18. Complete preparations for all aspects of ------- operations
19. Continue reconnaissance at ------------ by______ hours
20. Create appropriate documentation to support response (S&R) efforts
21. Continue on-site assessment of critical infrastructure
22. Complete an “Areas of Risk” Assessment/Size Up
23. Continue to coordinate operations between agencies
24. Manage a coordinated response effort
25. Provide and control support to the incident/event command
26. Keep Costs Commensurate with Values at Risk
27. Utilize best practices relative to cost and time management
28. Ensure a positive work environment for all personnel
29. Maintain high visibility throughout the community
30. Support the physical needs of staff and rescue workers
31. Evaluate requests for assistance as received from external entities
32. Protect Private Property, Improvements and other Commercial Endeavors
33. Maximize /Continue/Monitor protection of environmentally sensitive areas
34. Minimize economic impact of the affected area/community
35. Provide resource support for the community
36. Continue volunteer management efforts
37. Provide “just in time” training for responders (searchers) that arrive to assist
38. Assure basic needs services of affected residents
39. Communicate with Unified Command to ensure compliance with -------
40. Keep stakeholders, responders and public informed of response activities
41. Provide the ability to interface with media
42. Ensure an effective communications system is established
43. Maintain communications within the incident at all times
44. Ensure interoperability of communications
45. Establish communication protocols with: public safety, municipalities, schools, general public, medical facilities
46. Foster communications between ------ and ------
47. Establish means to educate the public and responders
48. Keep the public informed on the status of the incident
49. Continue information exchange with media, active personnel and Incident Command
50. Provide for the media/information management to the public, responders & family members
51. Provide accurate and timely information to the public, stakeholders and cooperating agencies
52. Continue to issue emergency public service information concerning the situation
53. Establish a Joint Information System/Center (very tactical - best not to use)
54. Maximize Protection of Environmentally Sensitive Areas
55. Begin the recovery mission/operations
56. Continue personnel and asset tracking
57. Utilize Unified Command Structure
58. Project an approximate and appropriate number of patients/injuries/causalities
59. Activate and maintain critical stress management team
60. Establish a Reunification Center/Point for affected persons
61. Establish Welcome Center by _____ hours.
62. Continue mass care and sheltering
63. Establish severe weather shelter(s)
64. Reduce resources as necessary to meet the needs of the incident
65. Monitor weather conditions of the present Operational Period
66. Provide necessary transportation by _____ hours
67. Continue academic support for students/staff/responders

**Law Enforcement**

1. Establish perimeter control/establish secure site perimeter
2. Isolate terrorists to ----- area by ---- hours
3. Establish an isolation zone to evacuate hostages/casualties/victims into immediately
4. Immediately stop movement into and out of the facility
5. Continue/Establish traffic control/pattern
6. Provide access control
7. Establish safe ingress and egress patterns for all vehicle/pedestrian traffic
8. Establish investigative efforts/initiate field investigations
9. Prevent any further threat to the public
10. Isolate and eliminate active threat
11. Preserve crime scene for investigation
12. Maintain confidentially of all sensitive data
13. Establish appropriate intelligence functions and intelligence fusion
14. Coordinate information with law enforcement authorities
15. Provide protection for increased gang activity
Coroner

1. Provide mortuary services
2. Establish the ability to interface with the coroner’s office
3. Manage incident causalitys

Fire/EMS/Haz Mat

1. Provide Hazardous Materials mitigation to include decontamination
2. Identify all Hazardous Materials carried on the ---------
3. Mitigate life safety/environmental hazards caused by leaking hazardous materials
4. Conduct Hazmat operations in accordance with the site safety plan
5. Identify current and potential hazardous materials releases with potential impacts to the public and environment including: Human Exposure, Municipal Water Supplies, Air Quality, ect ---------
6. Establish HAZMAT clean up activities with a target completion time of ---- hours
7. Continuously monitor waterways/air quality for possible contamination from hazardous materials
8. Provide the community with Fire and Emergency Services
9. Establish Emergency Medical Services to the impacted areas
10. Provide care for the injured
11. Continue fire suppression efforts in effected area
12. Protect private property, other improvements and identified areas of risk by utilizing the appropriate firefighting strategies
13. Apply recognized firefighting tactics and principles to control the fire area
14. Keep abreast of changing fire conditions
15. Provide support for fire suppression activities
16. Continue search and rescue efforts/operations
17. Initiate fire investigation efforts
18. Utilize best practices for smoke management

Public Works

1. Establish debris removal efforts in the affected areas
2. Maintain all routine public works services
3. Coordinate Public Utility Service issues (Gas, Electric, Water) [usually an Administrative Objective]
4. Secure all utilities before ------ hours to prevent gas leakage and electrical shock
Public Health

1. Continue public health efforts/special needs services
2. Maintain facility isolation
3. Depopulate then dispose of ------ at entire facility
4. Implement rapid testing for ------ on humans
5. Establish temporary testing site near facility
6. Establish biosecurity measures on site
7. Establish the ability to identify the source of a public health outbreak
8. Continue to define the scope of the outbreak
9. Provide the ability to process and analyze pertinent information about the evolving disease outbreak
10. Continue surveillance of medical needs
11. Continue surveillance efforts of the outbreak
12. Characterize the organism including antibiotics resistance
13. Implement mass fatality plan (county wide)
14. Initiate investigation efforts/establish field investigations with law enforcement
15. Continue investigative efforts to identify source of outbreak
16. Continue to coordinate Public Health activities between agencies and partners
17. Fulfill Strategic National Stockpile Mission
18. Ensure adequate medical supplies are available

Wildlife Maintenance Objectives

1. Continue detoxification operations
2. Continue sentinel organism monitoring of chemical operations
3. Communicate with Unified Command members to ensure compliance with waterway security and maintenance
4. Complete preparations for all aspects of ------ application and detoxification
5. Protect Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species
6. Recover and Rehabilitate Injured Wildlife

Training Objectives

- Provide for the safety of students, staff, the general public and infrastructure
- Ensure the safe conduct of training with the greatest amount of participation possible
- Establish a safe and learning conducive environment for students
- Provide an environment that facilities student learning
- Provide comprehensive instruction regarding ------
- Provide a forum for interaction between those responsible for ------
- Assist in the development of profession credentials for those involved in the field of
- Teach the highest standards of profession ethics
- Complete all instructional objectives
- Return all facilitates to the previous state of readiness
- Complete all course related documentation in compliance with the Class Check List
- Represent the ----- Agency in a professional manner, both on and off site
- Assist the ----- in the planning and operation of the ----- event
- Develop assignment lists for the instruction staff that give them proper guidance for conducting their training
- Strength the relationship between ----- and ----- 
- Contain Fire to the designated training area
- Protect identified areas of risk within the training area